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Abstract
Traditionally, land-cover mapping from remote sensing
images is performed by classifying each atomic region in the
image in isolation and by enforcing simple smoothing priors
via random fields models as two independent steps. In this
paper, we propose to model the segmentation problem by a
discriminatively trained Conditional Random Field (CRF).
To this end, we employ Structured Support Vector Machines
(SSVM) to learn the weights of an informative set of appear-
ance descriptors jointly with local class interactions. We
propose a principled strategy to learn pairwise potentials
encoding local class preferences from sparsely annotated
ground truth. We show that this approach outperform stan-
dard baselines and more expressive CRF models, improving
by 4-6 points the average class accuracy on a challenging
dataset involving urban high resolution satellite imagery.
1. Introduction
Segmenting very high resolution (VHR) satellite or
aerial images into semantic regions is one of the most
active research areas in the remote sensing community
[12, 18, 25, 27, 30]. Providing high quality land-cover maps
is of crucial importance to many fields of environmental
science, ranging from deforestation analysis to urban mod-
eling [1, 23]. VHR imagery allows to obtain such maps
with unprecedented spatial detail. In this paper, we consider
a semantic segmentation problem involving VHR satellite
scenes of urban areas with sparse annotations.
For this data, the high spatial variability of the spectral
signal does not directly correspond to changes in the label
field. To cope with these adverse effects, one has to con-
sider the urban class appearance jointly with their spatial
arrangement (local context) via structured output models.
While learning the relationship between the observed data
and the label can be carried out by combining informative
descriptors and powerful classifiers, it is less clear how to
efficiently learn local class interactions from sparsely anno-
tated ground truth. The central contribution of this work is
a principled scheme for structured learning of local spatial
interactions in such conditions.
(a) (b)
Figure 1. Learning local class interactions with rings: (a) single
ring potential (SRP) or by (b) multiple rings potentials (MRP).
Markov Random Fields (MRF) [2] and Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRF) [16] are structured output models that al-
low accounting for interactions of random variables. Such
methods elegantly model cues from the image data along
with prior beliefs about output dependencies and their spa-
tial organization. These approaches have been success-
fully exploited in both the remote sensing [13, 12, 18, 30]
and the computer vision communities [10, 11, 15, 17, 19].
However, little effort has been put in learning such mod-
els specifically tailored for remote sensing data. A possible
reason behind the scarce success of CRF learning in remote
sensing applications may be due to the sparsity of ground
truth annotations. These images are characterized by high
ambiguity in appearance and therefore manual annotation
of full scenes is extremely costly and time consuming, of-
ten involving ground surveys.
In this paper, we propose a new strategy to learn CRF
parameters (Sec. 2) based on ring-based class-interaction
potentials (Sec. 3). Since all georeferenced satellite or
aerial images share the same underlying geographical space
(i.e. geographic coordinates) we can exploit these data-
specific regularities to learn discriminative CRF parame-
ters by structured support vector machines (SSVM, Sec. 4).
This strategy overcomes the problems introduced by sparse
annotations during structured learning of CRF parameters.
Experiments on satellite VHR urban semantic segmenta-
tion (Sec. 5) show that learning the weights jointly com-
bining appearance descriptors and spatial class preferences
improves significantly standard approaches.
1.1. Related work and motivation
Random fields models in remote sensing. Standard
MRF and CRF have been successfully applied to remote
sensing image labeling tasks. MRF have been employed
for segmentation of both synthetic aperture radar and op-
tical images [28, 18, 22]. These models usually enforce
smoothness priors, reducing the effects of the speckle noise
(in radar imaging) or high resolution (optical data). For op-
tical images, Schindler [22] observed that spatially smooth
labeling may significantly increase the segmentation accu-
racy of VHR images, when comparing to classification of
atomic regions of the image in isolation.
More flexible CRF models have also been employed.
Kluckner et al. [13] utilized covariance descriptors to clas-
sify the appearance of pixels and then combined them into a
CRF enforcing smoothness over adjacent regions with sim-
ilar elevation ranges. They also include co-occurrence by
counting class associations on the training set. Hoberg et
al. [12] extended contrast-sensitive CRF to include tem-
poral dependencies between images acquired at different
time instants over the same geographical area. However,
in these works, no structured learning of CRF parameters
is performed. Tuia et al. [27] presented a SSVM approach
to pixel classification. However, rather than accounting for
the spatial dependence between random variables, they con-
sider a pre-defined spectral class taxonomy through a hier-
archical loss. Zhong et al. [31] employed maximum like-
lihood training to find parameters of a set of contrast sensi-
tive CRF, one for each type of descriptor. Then, they com-
bined the CRF models to extract urban areas from multi-
sensor images acquired. However, they focused on fusion
of simple CRF models involving binary problems. More
recent trends to CRF-based segmentation aim at including
higher-order terms to enforce smoothness among group of
atomic regions for specific urban classes. Wegner et al.
[30] adopted a robust Pn-Potts potential to extract road net-
works, with cliques composed by road candidates.
In general, structured output models employed so far
in satellite or aerial image semantic segmentation rely on
generic predefined smoothing terms (e.g. contrast-sensitive
Potts) or on very specific adaptations as dictated by the ap-
plication at hand (e.g. class-specific high-order potentials
for road extraction). Although the apparent benefits of such
models, no further developments in structured learning of
CRF models have been proposed for this specific kind of
data.
Random fields models in computer vision. MRF and
CRF are ubiquitous in computer vision applications. Their
success is acknowledged in many problems, in particular on
semantic segmentation tasks [20]. An interesting family of
CRF models jointly the appearance of classes with pairwise
terms enforcing both contrast-sensitive smoothness and
class co-occurrences [21]. For instance, Ladicky´ et al. [15]
modeled co-occurrence between classes in training images
and exploited these regularities as an additional high-order
image-dependent term in a contrast-sensitive CRF. Results
show that including these additional cues increase the ac-
curacy by avoiding unlikely label combinations. Other ap-
proaches exploiting co-occurrence [21, 9, 24] enforced class
preferences through pairwise random field models. Luc-
chi et al. [17] analyzed the effects of local and global
(higher-order) constraints for semantic segmentation using
CRF learned by SSVM. Their models implemented various
spatial constraints and also included learned label interac-
tions constrained to particular cardinal directions. A simi-
lar line of reasoning supplements segmentation models by
a data-driven prior encoding the relative location and fre-
quency between classes [10, 11].
Note that these models employ the available ground truth
in different ways. On the one hand, a full pixel-level anno-
tation is not required to learn coarse co-occurrence poten-
tials (e.g. at the image level as in [15] or “above to”-“below
to” and “right-to”-“left-to” as in [17]). On the other hand,
one needs full pixel level annotations to properly learn class
preferences between nodes connected in a standard adja-
cency graph.
Our strategy to learn context. In this work we assume
that a sparse but homogeneous ground truth is available.
In our setting, ring-based potentials allow learning of class
preferences in a locally isotropic manner, an assumption
satisfied in aerial urban scenes. Class co-occurrences at
the scene level does not bring any additional information,
since different urban classes are likely to occur uniformly.
On the opposite situation, learning class correspondence di-
rectly on adjacent nodes may be suboptimal, since only very
particular class associations may be represented. For in-
stance, urban classes such as “Trees” and “Gardens” may
lie between classes such as “Buildings” and “Roads”, which
intuitively should co-occur more frequently as direct neigh-
bors in a urban context. Moreover, labeled nodes which
are direct neighbors are often biased to same class assign-
ments, due to the nature of the annotations. For these rea-
sons, we develop a more robust but locally discriminative
solution relying on ring potentials, properly exploiting the
geographical space. By this approach, both “Building”-
“Roads” and “Building”-“Gardens” will be frequently ob-
served together. At the same time, this modeling strategy
allows to efficiently cope with sparse annotations. In this
paper we consider two learning strategies. The first, sim-
pler, considers local circles with a pre-defined radius as de-
picted in Fig. 1(a). The second extends this line of reason-
ing by accounting simultaneously for different concentric
rings alleviating the manual definition of a single radius and
showing a more flexible learning strategy (Fig. 1(b)).
2. CRF for semantic segmentation
Our pairwise CRF model is composed by unary and pair-
wise terms which jointly describe interactions between in-
put and output variables. In our setting, we are given a set of
N training images X = {xn}Nn=1 ∈ X with corresponding
ground truth annotations Y = {yn}Nn=1 ∈ Y . Unlike stan-
dard supervised classification, the labelings are not isolated
discrete values but structured objects. As such, the labeling
yn is a configuration of labels yi assigned to each super-
pixel (node) xi on the image plane. These dependencies are
described by an irregular graph G = (V, E), where V is
the set of nodes connected by undirected edges E . Usually,
superpixels sharing some boundary are linked by an edge.
The optimal labeling of the image is found by minimiz-
ing an energy function of the form:
E(x,y;w) =
∑
i∈V
ϕi(yi;w
ϕ) +
∑
(ij)∈E
φij(yi, yj ;w
φ).
(1)
The terms ϕi(yi) and φij(yi, yj) are respectively the unary
and pairwise potentials, both depending on node labels yi,
yj , on the parameter vectorswϕ, wφ learned by SSVM and
on some image evidence xi, xj (the latter dropped from
both potentials in Eq. (1) for clarity purposes).
This inference problem can be solved with standard
graph-cuts solvers when the energy is submodular [4] or
by QPBO graph-cuts when it is not [14]. We will discuss
model inference in more detail in Section 4.1.
3. Energy model
The weights of unary and pairwise potentials in the en-
ergy function in Eq. (1) are jointly learned by SSVM [26].
This strategy allows the parameters to better adapt to the
training data by putting weight to the mapping functions
that are important in separating the ground truth labeling yn
from wrong labelings y with low energy. This ultimately
provides better segmentation accuracy and results in a more
elegant strategy than, for instance, cross-validating a trade-
off parameter between precomputed potentials.
In this Section, we present the building blocks of the en-
ergy function in Eq. (1) and our strategy to learn its param-
eters. In particular, we present a principled strategy relying
on spatial rings to perform strucured learning.
3.1. Unary potentials
The unary potential measures the likelihood that a node
takes a particular label, based on its appearance. It is com-
monly the probabilistic output of a discriminative appear-
ance classifier. The potential is usually defined by taking
the negative log-likelihood as ϕi(yi) = − log
(
p(yi|xi)
)
.
However, note that in our setting the SSVM directly learns a
weighted linear combination of input descriptors. By defin-
ing ψi(yi) as the descriptor set corresponding to node i for
class yi, SSVM learns wϕ so that ϕi(yi) = 〈wϕ, ψi(yi)〉 is
a linear classifier.
3.2. Pairwise potentials
Pairwise potentials are designed to encode our prior be-
lief about relationships between random variables. The
most commonly employed prior is the Potts smoothing,
which encourages adjacent nodes to share the same label
by φpij(yi, yj) = Jyi 6= yjK, where Jyi 6= yjK returns 1
when yi 6= yj and 0 otherwise. This potential can be made
contrast-sensitive by including a term adapting to the ap-
pearance of the connected nodes. The contrast sensitive
Potts potential is defined as φsij(yi, yj) = g(xi, xj)Jyi 6=
yjK, where g is a function estimating the similarity of the
superpixels i and j based on the appearance descriptors xi
and xj . In this case, the pairwise term encourages a label
switch if the two superpixels are different under g.
The form of a standard co-occurrence pairwise poten-
tials is φcij(yi, yj) = h(yi, yj)Jyi 6= yjK [24]. The function
h estimates a preference score between yi and yj . These
potentials can be learned by counting label occurrencies
in the training data and will encourage outputs with com-
mon class associations, while discouraging rare class co-
occurrences. Co-occurrence potentials can be combined
with the contrast-sensitive Potts potential to account for ap-
pearance differences. Dealing with remote sensing data, co-
occurrence interactions have to be estimated locally for each
node. As mentioned in the introduction, most of the classes
are likely to co-occur uniformly at the image level, but they
cannot be learned directly from first order neighborhoods
because of sparseness and bias in the ground truth.
Single ring potentials (SRP). In this work, we intro-
duce ring potentials to learn discriminatively the contrast-
sensitive Potts potential weights. These weights directly
indicate whether particular urban class associations should
be favored or disfavored by the model. To this end, pair-
wise potentials are learned from regions defined by a circle
centered on each superpixel, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). We
make the assumption that the ring has to be large enough to
compensate for the spatially sparse annotations, but at the
same time has to be small enough to depict local character-
istics of the label field, thus not being too general. We let
the SSVM learn the weights wyi,yj of a pairwise potential
formulated as φij(yi, yj) = wyi,yjg(xi, xj)Jyi 6= yjK.
During learning, undirected edges ij ∈ Eρ connect all
the nodes j contained in a circle of radius ρ (in meters) cen-
tered on i (ρ-ball spatial graph). Therefore, the value of
the weight wyi,yj directly discriminates class interactions
between yi and yj , locally. Also, note that the potential in-
cludes contrast sensitivity between pairs of nodes as defined
by g. By selecting an appropriate radius ρ around node i,
the SSVM can learn meaningful local interactions.
Multiple rings potential (MRP). The optimal size of the
SRP is not known a priori and its selection may involve a
costly cross-validation process. For this reason, we propose
an additional strategy allowing a joint learning of pairwise
potentials for multiple concentric rings to relax the SRP. An
illustration is given in Fig. 1(b).
This strategy is a generalization of the SRP, which allows
optimizing different spatial interaction potentials in multi-
ple rings at a time. To this end, we introduce a set of con-
centric rings defined by a set of radii ρ = {ρe}Re=1. Each
node i is connected to nodes j which are located at R dif-
ferent levels. Then, we learn wρeyi,yj for each ring. This way,
not only the selection of the optimal single radius size is
alleviated, but the model will be also able to learn optimal
class preferences at multiple spatial buffers. The formula-
tion of the pairwise potential is the same as for the SRP and
only the connectivity graph varies according to Eρe . Specif-
ically, ij ∈ Eρe iff ρe−1 < d(xi, xj) ≤ ρe, where d returns
the geographical (Euclidean) distance between the coordi-
nates of superpixels centers on the image plane.
Practically, the SRP SSVM learns a |Y| × |Y| pairwise
weight matrix, where |Y| indicates the number of classes.
In the case of MRP, SSVM learns such matrix for each in-
teraction level, therefore MRP counts R|Y|2 class interac-
tion parameters. In both cases, potentials can be rewritten
as the linear combination φij(yi, yj) = 〈wρe , ψij(yi, yj)〉,
by letting ψij(yi, yj) = g(xi, xj)Jyi 6= yjK,∀ ij ∈ Eρe .
4. Max-margin structured learning
The goal of max-margin structured learning is to learn
discriminatively the weights of the energy function in
Eq. (1). To learn the parameters of CRF via SSVM, we
must rewrite the energy so that it results in a linear combi-
nation of weights w and mapping functions Ψ as:
E(x,y;w) = 〈w,Ψ(x,y)〉, (2)
In our setting, the potentials employed are linear with re-
spect to the parameter vector. This allows us to rewrite
the energy as an inner product of weights and mapping
functions. Specifically, the energy in Eq. (1) corresponds
to a sum of potentials, which implies that they can be
rewritten as ϕi(yi) = 〈wϕ, ψi(yi)〉 and φij(yi, yj) =
〈wφ, ψij(yi, yj)〉. We now let Ψϕ(x,y) =
∑
i∈V ψi(yi)
and Ψφ(x,y) =
∑
(i,j)∈Eρ ψij(yi, yj). We obtain the
energy function expressed in Eq. (2) by concatenating
mapping functions and corresponding weights Ψ(x,y) =[
Ψϕ(x,y)
Ψφ(x,y)
]
and w =
[
wϕ
wφ
]
.
To learn the CRF parameters w we adopt the margin
rescaling variant of the SSVM [26]. The intuition behind
this approach is to find model weights that maximally sep-
arate the energy of any labeling y to the one of the ground
truth yn by the largest margin ∆(y,yn). The maximization
of the margin provides regularization allowing good gener-
alization to previously unseen test images.
The estimation ofw can then be formulated as a standard
quadratic problem of the form [26]:
min
w,ξ≥0
1
2
‖w‖22 +
C
N
N∑
n=1
ξn (3)
s.t. ∀n,y ∈ Y\yn :
E(xn,y;w)− E(xn,yn;w) ≥ ∆(y,yn)− ξn,
where ξ are slack variables allowing to solve non separable
training data, C is a user defined penalization hyperparame-
ter and ∆(y,yn) is a loss function measuring the disagree-
ment between y and yn. Note that the optimization prob-
lem in Eq. (3) is not directly tractable due to the exponential
number of constraints, one for each possible configuration
of y. To this end, Tsochantaridis et al. [26] propose to solve
the problem by cutting planes, which iteratively update the
set of active constraints and solves the problem on this re-
duced working set. The most violated constraints are found
by loss-augmented inference as:
y¯ = arg min
y∈Y
E(xn,y;w)−∆(y,yn) (4)
By employing a loss function which decomposes over nodes
i ∈ V , the above problem may be reduced to a standard
MAP inference problem. This can be seen as augmenting
the random field with an additional unary potential, repre-
senting the cost of nodes mislabeling. This way, the opti-
mization focuses on weights separating ground truth from
similar low energy labelings. In this work we employ the
common Hamming loss, which is decomposable over the
nodes. It penalizes wrongly labeled examples equally as
∆(y,yn) = 1|V|
∑
i∈VJyi 6= yni K,
4.1. Inference
One has to solve an inference problem to find both the
final labeling at test time in Eq. (2) and the most vio-
lated constraints in Eq. (4). In the case of binary label-
ing problems and submodular energy functions, this can be
solved exactly and efficiently in polynomial time by using
st-mincut/maxflow graph cuts algorithm [4]. However, we
may encounter non-submodular energy functions when the
CRF parameters are learned without imposing additional
constraints, such as non-negativity of the pairwise weights.
For this reason, we solve the graph-cuts problem using the
Quadratic Pseudo-Boolean Optimization (QPBO) [3, 14].
This approach returns a node labeling yi = {0, 1, ∅}, de-
pending on the strength of the submodularity. Labeled
nodes are guaranteed to be optimal. To solve multi-class
inference problems, we further include an additional ap-
proximation by formulating the problem with α-expansions
moves [4]. This approach decomposes the multi-label prob-
lem in a series of binary energy minimization problems, by
allowing a node to keep its current state or to switch to state
α if the move decreases the energy. Since in our situation
QPBO returns very few unlabeled nodes, we heuristically
decided not to switch the label to α for unlabeled nodes and
maintaining their current state.
Inference with learned rings potentials. For inference
with ring potentials we consider a different graph connec-
tivity than the one used for learning, to efficiently assimilate
the learned spatial interactions into the standard pariwise
CRF model. The new connectivity simply connects neigh-
boring superpixels sharing some border. In the case of SRP,
we assign to each edge the learned wyi,yj . In the case of
MRP, the value assigned to the edge depends on the dis-
tance between the center of mass of adjacent superpixels,
as wρeyi,yj if ρe−1 < d(xi, xj) ≤ ρe. By employing this
apparently discrepant strategy with respect to the learning
step, we can reduce the size of the inference problem while
exploiting efficiently learned class interactions.
5. Experiments
5.1. Setup
We tested the proposed system on a set of 20 multi-
spectral VHR images acquired over the city of Zurich
(Switzerland) by the QuickBird satellite in 2002. The av-
erage image size is 1000×1150 pixels (approximately 23M
pixels in total) and they are composed of 4 channels span-
ning near-infrared to visible spectrum (NIR-R-G-B). The
spatial resolution of the images after pan-sharpening is 0.61
meters / pixel. We manually annotated 8 different urban
classes by labeling regions for which we were able to confi-
dently identify the correct class. An example along with the
urban class legend is shown in Fig. 2.
We transformed the images into a superpixel representa-
tion by the method of [8]. This allowed us to reduce the size
of the problem and to provide a spatially coherent support
for more advanced appearance descriptors. After transfor-
mation, we have 53k labeled superpixels out of a total of
113k. This approach is very appropriate for multi-spectral
images, since it relies on distances computed on the whole
spectrum and not on specific color spaces. Note that this
method does not constraint directly the size of superpixels,
and consequently two large adjacent superpixels may have
a considerable relative distance between their centers. Our
ring-based approach directly deals with these situations. We
selected the parameters of the superpixel generator by em-
pirically optimizing a trade-off between accuracy and num-
ber of superpixels, similarly to [19].
To solve the max-margin problem in Eq. (3) we em-
ployed the MATLAB interface to SVMstruct provided by A.
ID Color Label ID Color Label
1 Roads 2 Buildings
3 Trees 4 Grass
5 Bare Soil 6 Water
7 Rails 8 Pools
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Example from the Zurich dataset. Original image
(NIR-R-G) (a) and its ground truth (b). For the class legend, see
the table above. Note that white background is not considered as a
separate class.
Vedaldi [29]. To solve the inference problems we used a
MATLAB interface of the QBPO software by Kolmogorov
et al. [14]1.
Unary potentials. Feature functions ψi(yi) are composed
by a set of informative descriptors computed for each su-
perpixel. The appearance of each node is described by a
combination of spectral information, normalized difference
vegetation index, 8 sets of bag-of-visual-words descriptors
from 4 different filters (300 words each with BoW extracted
from the original superpixel size and a BoW from the same
superpixel plus 15 pixels buffer to include context), location
and superpixel shape (over its bounding box). The complete
set of descriptors for each superpixel counts 2817 dimen-
sions.
Ring interactions. We tested the proposed ring-based
strategy by employing different radii from which learn
urban-class interaction potentials. We evaluated the pro-
posed strategy by considering 3 different radii for the SRP:
20, 40 and 50 meters. We will refer to these models as
LEARNED SRP 20M, LEARNED SRP 40M and LEARNED
SRP 50M. Regarding MRP, the set of radii of the concen-
tric rings considered is ρe = {20, 40, 50} meters and it is
denoted as LEARNED MRP. Recall that the final inference
over a test image will be performed over pairwise cliques
composed only by adjacent superpixels (i.e. sharing some
boundary).
1available at http://www.di.ens.fr/˜aosokin/
SRP MRP
1m-20m 1m-40m 1m-50m 1m-20m 20m-40m 40m-50m
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Figure 3. Average class preference (pairwise weights). Color ranges from blue (low weight), to red (large weight). White is the zero
point. SRP (a)-(c) represent interactions learned inside the whole region, while MRP weights represent learned interaction for each ring.
Competing methods. We tested the max-margin discrim-
inative ring-based learning of the CRF model versus differ-
ent competitors of increasing expressive power. The first
baseline is a nonlinear appearance classifier, built with ran-
dom forests (RF UNARY) [5]. Random forest combined
with the set of powerful descriptors is representative of
the state-of-the-art in remote sensing literature [25]. This
classifier takes as input the same 2817-dimensional set of
descriptors employed by all other methods. Depth of the
RF classifier is tuned by cross-validation over training im-
ages. We employed and ensemble of 200 trees, as cross-
validation accuracy saturated for a larger number. As an
additional baseline exploiting only appearance descriptors,
we implemented a direct multiclass SVM [7], correspond-
ing to a SSVM learning only the linear combination of
descriptors for each class, without any pairwise interac-
tion between nodes (MCSVM UNARY). The third ap-
proach implements a standard contrast-sensitive CRF (CS
POTTS). We tested different similarity functions for the
pairwise term, i.e. Gaussian kernel, spectral angle map-
per and Chi-squared similarity, and we found experimen-
tally that the latter performs better. It is computed as
g(xi, xj) = 1 − χ(xi, xj), where χ(xi, xj) computes the
Chi-squared distance between nodes i and j. Features xi
and xj represent the `1-normalized spectral histograms, en-
coded in 21 bins per channels. The unary potential of this
CRF is given by the negative log-likelihood for each su-
perpixel based on the posterior probability given by the ap-
pearance classifier (RF). The trade-off parameter between
unary and the contrast-sensitive pairwise potential is tuned
by cross-validation on training images.
In order to evaluate the proposed approach versus
another competitor able to account for local label co-
occurrence from partial annotations, we augmented the con-
trast sensitive CRF mentioned above with a co-occurrence
score between labels. To this end, for each superpixel we
count the occurrences of labels of superpixels whose cen-
ter is within a radius selected by cross-validation. Conse-
quently, we can estimate the interaction potential as the la-
bel co-occurrence. We denote this approach Passive Ring
Potentials (PASSIVE RP) and it is combined with the CS
POTTS model. It can be seen as a single ring poten-
tial model with pairwise weights estimated as normalized
counts from training data, instead of being learned by the
SSVM. Again, the combination of the potentials is tuned by
cross-validation over training images. The radius size pro-
viding best accuracy is 200m, cross validated in 10m steps
between 20m and 300m. Note that cross-validation accu-
racy of the PASSIVE RP reaches a plateau from 60m on.
Evaluation. To evaluate test scores we performed a leave-
one-out estimation. That is, we held one image out and
trained the model on the remaining 19 scenes. We selected
hyperparameters of the system (SSVM C and convergence
rate, trade off-parameters of the competitors) on the 19 im-
ages by 3-fold cross-validation. Then, we infer a labeling
on the held-out image.
We evaluate the proposed system on the accumulated
held-out error matrix by employing 4 different criteria:
mean average accuracy (AA), the estimated Cohen’s Kappa
statistic (κ) [6], the F1 score (F1) and per-class average ac-
curacy. The first metric is the average of the per-class av-
erage accuracies. Each per-class accuracy is computed as
the percentage of correctly segmented pixels over the total
number of ground truth pixels, for this class. The second
score (κ) is an overall accuracy metric which compensates
for the chance agreement between classes. The third score
is the average of the harmonic means between precision and
recall for each class. This measure is sensitive to class-
accuracy, but additionally takes into account the number of
correctly classified pixels over the number of predicted la-
bels for each class.
5.2. Results
Learned weights (Fig. 3). The models based on ring in-
teractions count D|Y|+ R|Y|2 parameters, where D is the
dimensionality of the descriptor set. The weight vector has
size of 22600 for SRP and 22728 for MRP. Fig. 3 shows
weights corresponding to discriminatively trained pairwise
potentials. A low weight (towards blue) corresponds to a
preference to particular class associations and consequently
encouraged by the model. Larger weights (towards red) rep-
Table 1. Numerical results for the urban segmentation task. Bold and italic numbers refer to largest and second largest scores, respectively.
Model AA κ F1 Roads Build. Trees Grass Soil Water Rails Pools
RF UNARY 72.19 80.15 75.10 81.80 87.04 94.14 84.38 64.25 91.08 2.11 72.72
MCSVM UNARY 74.55 79.75 76.43 80.77 84.88 92.68 84.79 69.99 93.54 9.73 80.03
CS POTTS 73.71 79.24 76.04 83.86 86.41 95.07 82.88 67.10 91.65 3.46 79.22
PASSIVE RP 73.72 80.63 76.08 83.47 86.68 95.10 82.49 67.58 91.62 3.32 79.50
LEARNED RP 20M 76.82 82.08 77.85 83.83 86.39 94.04 86.58 71.32 93.55 16.99 81.87
LEARNED RP 40M 78.35 81.28 74.73 84.02 83.79 93.05 86.92 74.53 93.33 21.35 89.77
LEARNED RP 50M 76.62 80.65 71.76 83.79 83.07 92.10 86.65 73.93 94.10 17.94 81.39
LEARNED MRP 78.07 81.61 72.43 80.50 86.63 93.99 86.72 75.51 94.31 14.80 92.13
resent rare class combinations and therefore discouraged.
White color corresponds to zero, thus a “neutral” class-
association potential. These matrices are the average of
the weights learned for each leave-one-out test. LEARNED
SRP weights are shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c), and they show sim-
ilar co-occurrence structures, shifting toward homogeneous
weights as the radius grows. Differently to the strategy em-
ployed in PASSIVE RP, SSVM training finds no additional
discriminant information in larger rings.
The LEARNED MRP weights show more interesting pat-
terns. The first ring considering connectivity from 1m to
20m are very similar to the one learned by LEARNED 20M.
For 20m-40m and 40m-50m rings, blue cells correspond to
class association that are preferred over those involving a
same class (on the diagonal). Although it may seem surpris-
ing, it is common that two pairs of classes are not occurring
frequently when taken at the considered spatial buffer. This
is particularly true for urban areas characterized by recur-
rent spatial pattern of classes. In the LEARNED SRP situ-
ation, same-class occurrences were always more frequent,
since all labeled nodes closer than the ring size are con-
sidered. In the LEARNED MRP, for instance, at 20m -
40m level urban classes “Buildings” and “Roads” are co-
occurring more frequently than “Buildings”-“Buildings” or
“Roads”-“Roads”. In this particular cases, the LEARNED
MRP enforce relative repulsion to same-class situations,
thus biasing spatial smoothing to particular urban class
combinations. This means that LEARNED MRP go beyond
simple label smoothness.
Quantitative results (Tab. 1). The basic CRF enforc-
ing spatial smoothness (CS POTTS and PASSIVE RP) are
providing equal or superior accuracy with respect to RF
UNARY. The MCSVM UNARY outperformed the RF
UNARY, suggesting that a class-specific learning of descrip-
tors weights is an effective approach. This unary classifier
performs overall very similarly to the CS POTTS.
Discriminatively trained CRF with ring-based potentials
significantly outperform the baseline CRF tested, thanks
to the joint learning of unary and pairwise potentials.
The most accurate schemes are LEARNED SRP 20M and
LEARNED SRP 40M, depending on the accuracy score em-
ployed. LEARNED SRP 20M provides better scores on the
κ and F1, suggesting balanced omission and commission
errors. However, by looking only at the average accuracy,
LEARNED SRP 40M results the most accurate model. Re-
garding per-class scores, LEARNED SRP 40M wins in 3 out
of the 8 classes and it is the second best model in 2 more
cases. Interestingly, LEARNED SRP 20M wins only in
terms of global accuracy metrics, but among ring potential-
based method, provides higher accuracy on very locally
structured urban classes such as “Buildings” and “Trees”.
The LEARNED SRP 40M provides in general good accu-
racy for larger and spatially homogeneous classes. We ob-
serve also that LEARNED SRP 50M does not perform better
than other SRP models, suggesting that spatial information
at 50m radius may not be discriminative enough.
Finally, the LEARNED MRP model offers a trade-off be-
tween the three LEARNED SRP models, showing the sec-
ond best AA and κ scores. This is also reflected in the aver-
age accuracy for each class, offering best segmentation ac-
curacy on 3 classes and second best on 1 out of the 8 urban
classes considered, respectively. Consequently, we may ob-
tain accuracies that are as good as the ones of SRP without
manually specifying the optimal radius size. Details of the
obtained urban segmentation maps are provided in Fig. 4.
6. Discussion and conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a system to train discrim-
inatively CRF models for semantic segmentation of ur-
ban classes from high resolution satellite / aerial imagery.
Specifically, we proposed two strategies for learning pair-
wise potentials based on ring structures to account for
local class preferences. These potentials show two ma-
jor improvements over standard contextual approaches:
they can be trained from sparse but homogeneous annota-
tions (a common situation in remote sensing image label-
ing problems) and, since they are trained discriminatively,
they directly maximize the segmentation accuracy. The
learned pairwise potentials consequently reflect the local
co-occurrence of urban classes. The proposed joint learning
of appearance and spatial interaction weights by the SSVM
results in the best models.
IMAGE DETAIL UNARY RF PASSIVE RP LEARNED SRP 40M LEARNED MRP
Figure 4. Zoomed-in segmentation examples. UNARY RF often results in noisy segmentatinos. PASSIVE RS often compesates locally
by enforcing correct co-occurrences, but cannot cope with large errors of the unary. LEARNED SRP 40M and LEARNED MRP are able to
successfully alleviate oversmoothing, at the cost of a less strict co-occurrence representation (see last row).
Urban segmentation accuracy is greatly improved with
respect to a series of standard baselines with growing ex-
pressive power. The LEARNED SRP 40M model provides
the highest accuracy. However, it hard-codes the spatial de-
pendency by a circle with fixed radius. The second model
proposed (LEARNED MRP) learns class preferences on a
spatial quantization offered by a series of concentric rings.
In this case, the importance of the each radius size in implic-
itly encoded in weights’ values. Consequently, this model
is more flexible and adaptive to the data at hand.
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